Ever wanted to design and implement industrial grade robots, in a multidisciplinary team?
We are looking for mechanical engineers, electrical engineers and computer scientists!
Design, produce and implement modules,...
Practical course announcement: Building a modular robot

- electrical components (drive systems, PCB, interfaces...),...
- ..., and real-time communication!
Interested?

- **Format:** Practical Course (10 ECTS) open to Bachelors and Masters students

- **Apply personally** (Email: stefan.liu@tum.de) with following information:
  - Your course of studies and semester
  - Short description of your motivation
  - Transcript of records and attended lectures related to this course

- **Apply for the course 'Building a modular robot' in the matching system.**

- **Personal applications will be prioritised!**

- **More information at our preliminary meeting in late January (tba)**